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A B S T R A C T   

Uncertain trading landscape and subsequent dynamic changes in shipping patterns push ship 
liners to continuously revamp their service networks in a search for greater utilisation, yield, and 
profitability. Decision-making about revamping service deployments must become more rapid 
and accurate to achieve optimal, cost-efficient go-to-market networks for service routing with 
appropriate slot allocation. Traditional decision-making models focus on routing selection, fleet 
management, and container repositioning without considering changes in trading demand pat-
terns, port performance, and trade lane yields. Here, a trade- and port-performance model for 
predicting shipping network yields was developed for revamp service deployment analyses, with 
optimised sets of allocated spaces on selected port calls at the service and shipment levels. 
Optimisation algorithms based on the branch-and-bound, genetic algorithm, and deep neural 
network techniques were developed for this model and applied to revamp services in Intra-Asia 
trade with consideration of the impact of the US–China trade war. The developed model assists 
trade pricing, network planning, yield management, and slot allocation in ship liner operations. 
Decision support models of shipping networks that enable ship liners to collaborate by forming 
alliances in service deployment can be explored as a further development.   

1. Introduction 

Trade liberalisation initiatives in the past decade have been confronted by new trade policies that have brought about a more 
volatile and dynamic supply chain pattern. The outbreak of a US–China trade war in 2018 has affected a wide range of businesses 
around the world, especially those in Trans-Pacific trade. This trade war has impacted the export and import flows of globalised 
manufacturing, particularly China’s Belt and Road initiative. As the US aims to reduce the importation of products from China by 
levying heavy tariffs, companies are moving their manufacturing plants out of China to nearby Southeast Asian countries to lower their 
costs, while others are shifting their production back to the US. As a result, China’s trade growth rate has slowed. This has not only 
caused rapid changes in trade flows but also has led the global shipping markets to become more dynamic and unpredictable. 
Consequent to the recent trade war, major Chinese ports such as Shanghai, Ningbo, Xiamen, and Yantian are experiencing sharp 
decreases in container throughput, whereas shipping demands are increasing across Southeast Asia. Thus, ship liners face sterner 
competition and are forced to seek more dynamic responses to market changes by using faster and more flexible stowage planning, 
vessel allocation, and order fulfilment to counteract the negative effects of US–China trade protectionist policies. 
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Researchers have made ongoing efforts to develop decision support systems for service routes and network design, yield man-
agement, market analysis, and cost control (Meng et al., 2014). Most studies have focused on selecting the best routing with the 
minimum cost (Song and Dong, 2012) or maximising the revenue (Brouer et al., 2014). Some have studied the problem as a hub-and- 
spoke network or considered fleet management (Gelareh et al., 2013; Mulder and Dekker, 2014; Zheng et al., 2015). Karsten et al. 
(2018) and Cheaitou et al. (2018) added vessel sailing speed as a factor in the optimisation of container shipping routes. Other re-
searchers have focused on the container repositioning problem in service networks (Feng and Chang, 2008; Wong et al., 2015; Kuzmicz 
and Pesch, 2019). Little attention has been paid to the development of decision support systems for service route deployment. Huang 
et al. (2015) developed a mixed-integer linear programming model to support the analysis of liner shipping network design and ship 
deployment with the objective of minimising the total cost. Meng et al. (2012) analysed fleet planning problems related to determining 
the optimal number and type of ships for a particular shipping route to maximise the expected value of the total profit over a planning 
horizon. Sumner and Rudan (2018) studied transhipment port selection based on a multiple-criteria decision-making problem by 
obtaining the optimal weights for different criteria identified by shipment experts via a heuristic approach. 

Upon the needs of resilience liner services in coping with frequent changes in the market demand, existing literature seldom explore 
the benefits of adjusting freight rates and port selection on the profit of a revamp service route deployment. Thus, neither the freight 
rate nor the choice of port of call, which influence the ability of a liner to achieve breakeven in everyday operations, are obtained with 
maximum effectiveness. This has become an especially important point in recent years as liners have faced a more dynamic business 
environment. Some of the above issues, including the breakeven points of different service routes, the maximum profits achieved for 
each service route and shipment, and the cost compositions, revenue, and profit for each service and shipment, present difficult 
logistical conundrums for ship liners. Dynamic changes in the service route demand place increasing importance on the breakeven 
point of services and the optimal allocation results for each vessel in the respective service route. Accordingly, the major objective of 
this study was to develop a flexible model for optimising and analysing the profitability and efficiency of revamp service route de-
ployments in Intra-Asia Trade (IAT) services. It provided a framework for liners to systematically optimise their slot allocation plan, 
freight charges, preference to yield and port performance, and the choice of specific call ports at either service- or shipment-level. The 
cost, shipping demand, freight charges, and route capability under the dynamic changes caused by trade protectionism and liberal-
isation and the impacts of pandemic incidents on trade patterns are incorporated in the mathematical model for optimisation so that 
subsequent analyses on profitability and efficiency of revamp service deployments become possible and effective. 

1.1. Literature review 

In facing the more volatile and dynamic market changes, ship liners need to adopt an agile approach in continuously evaluating and 
revamping the service routing and network providing to shippers. There are literatures in seeking to develop optimisation model on 
shipping service network in the past. Huang, Hu and Yang (2015) analysed fluctuation of international trade and proposed a mixed 
integer linear program model for liner service network design, with the focus on the cost minimisation. In studies that have attempted 
to optimise shipment networks or allocation models, other heuristics were applied due to the complexity of the associated problems. 
Asgari et al. (2013) developed a game theoretic network design model by considering three scenarios in the service network design: 
perfect competition between hub ports, perfect cooperation between hub ports, and cooperation between shipping companies and hub 
ports. The scenarios were tested using empirical data from two leading Asian hub ports, Singapore and Hong Kong. An interval branch 
and bound (B&B) algorithm was designed to optimise the models for comparison. Wang, Meng and Du (2015) investigated a linear 
seasonal shipping revenue management problem for a container shipping company. A mixed-integer nonlinear programming model 
with an objective function was developed to maximise seasonal shipping profit by determining the number of multitype containers to 
be transported and assigned on each container route, the number of containerships deployed on each ship route, and the sailing speed 
of containerships on each shipping leg subject to the ships’ volume and capacity constraints. A tailored B&B method was designed to 
obtain a global optimal solution for the model. Numerical experiments were conducted to assess the efficiency of the solution 
algorithm. 

Aside from the B&B algorithm, other heuristics have been applied in studies of shipment problems. Dong and Song (2009) 
considered a joint container fleet sizing and empty container repositioning problem in a multivessel, multiport, multi-voyage shipping 
system with uncertain customer demand. They minimised the expected total costs by including inventory, loading and unloading, 
transportation, repositioning, and lost-sale penalty costs in a simulation-based tool equipped with evolutionary algorithms, including 
genetic algorithms (GA). Dang et al. (2012) studied empty-container repositioning problems in a port area with multiple depots. Three 
empty-container management policies were considered and optimised using a genetic-based optimisation procedure. 

Optimising shipment network or allocation models is critical and obtaining more accurate forecasts of system inputs can better 
guarantee optimised model performance (Zhao et al., 2019). Kochak and Sharma (2015) applied an artificial neural network (ANN) to 
more accurately forecast consumer product demand. This technique showed strength in forecasting demand in a constantly changing 
business environment, enabling better organisational decisions about manufacturing and inventory management. The learning al-
gorithm yielded a better prediction of demand time series based on practical and simulated time series data. Gumus et al. (2009) 
applied ANN to design a supply chain network model for a multinational company in the alcohol-free beverage sector with demand 
uncertainty. A three-echelon network model was constructed, which was separately formulated in the form of a mixed integer linear 
programming model (MILP) and an artificial neural network simulation model (ANN). The optimised results of these models were 
compared to show the applicability and efficiency of ANN simulation in dealing with this type of problem. Bui-Duy and Vu-Thi-Minh 
(2021) proposed a deep learning–based fuel consumption model for a maritime container vessel routing analysis. An asymmetric 
travelling salesman problem (ATSP) algorithm was developed and applied to solve the routing problem in Asia. 
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With the service route network and allocation models evaluated in the previous literaure, most of them focused on the optimisation 
on cost and revenue (Moussawi-Haidar et al., 2021; Song and Dong, 2012; Brouer et al., 2014). Others include repositioning and vessel 
speed in service routing analysis (Kuzmicz and Pesch, 2019; Brahimi et al., 2020). Less attention has been put on the development of 
decision support models on service route deployment, in particularly integrating the freight rates, slot allocation, and port perfor-
mance, that are crucial under the frequent changes in trade pattern and market demands. Considering this research gap, in additional 
to the increase in the complexity on service network as well as higher expectation in computation time and accuracy, the novel trade 
and performance shipping network yield model was developed with the B&B, GA and Deep Neural Network (DNN) algorithms in the 
development of the optimisation algorithm. The developed procedures of B&B, GA and DNN are also verified and simulated in solving 
identified service route optimisation problems, including slot planning, freight rate adjustment and port call selection, especially when 
market demand become more erratic, and to identify which optimisation algorithm is more efficient. 

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents a mathematical model for revamp service route deployment 
analyses. A corresponding service optimisation algorithm was developed using B&B search approach. Additional methods, namely GA- 
and deep neural network DNN-based algorithms, were developed and their simulation performances were compared. The three al-
gorithm designs are described in the Section 3. Section 4 presents numerical studies of the service route deployment and modification 
of a global liner. In this example, the objective function could either be single-objective, which focuses solely on the service profit, or 
dual-objective, which considers both the yield and port performance. The slot allocation quantities, freight rates, managerial pref-
erence for yield performance or port performance, and choice of ports of call were the decision variables related to achieving 
breakeven and maximising the objective function value. Finally, the Section 5 provides a conclusion and directions for future research. 

2. Trade and port performance shipping network yield model 

A mathematical model is developed for revamping service loops incorporating trade and port performance as well as yield and 
vessel allocation. The model optimises decisions on the service deployment regarding the service network, call port selection, slot 
allocation, freight rates and yield modelling under a dynamic trading landscape, a versatile trading environment with changing export 
and import demand, pricing and port performance affected by the economic situations. The yield model considered the factors re-
flected from the port performance indicators, allowing the decisions on service network, allocation quantities and offered price in a 
more accurate way. 

Freight rate, slot allocation, yield and port performance are the major decisions of the liner for incorporating as decision variables 
in the objective functions of the model to emulate the liner’s responses to the volatile trading environment. A revamp service 
deployment model considering several optimisation flows are exhibited in Fig. 1. When the profitability stays low or the breakeven 
requires a very high utilisation, the revamp service optimisation modules could be initiated with the consideration of appropriate call 
ports in the service loop. Further assumptions on shipping network structure, number of services, and service disruption are listed 
below. The vessels are assumed operating on the service loops are sailing on proforma with planned schedules. The total number of 
vessels operating in a service loop has no change, with vessel size and overall allocations to each liner in an alliance remaining the 
same. There is no service disruption, for example, vessel collision, vessel engine breakdown, port strike, and port congestion, etc. The 
model is capacitated to reflect varying preference of ship liner towards yield and port performance, and its details are listed as follows. 

Fig. 1. A Revamp Service Deployment Model of Ship Liner.  
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2.1. Sets  
L  the set of legs of the service route 
I  the set of ports (I = O ∪ D)  
O  the set of origin ports, including Shanghai, Ningbo, Xiamen, and Shekou 
D  the set of destination ports, including Vung Tau, Laem Chabang, Tanjung Pelepas, and Singapore 
K  the set of container categories, including 20′ and 40′ containers 
M  the set of orders 
W  the set of weight types, including less than 10 tons, 10–17 tons, and 17–23 tons  

2.2. System parameters  

dkl
mw  the number of category k containers with weight type w in 20-foot equivalent units (TEU) demanded in leg l of order m(k ∈ K ,w ∈ W, l ∈ L ,m ∈ M)

Rtki  the minimum ratio, i.e. minimum total number of category k containers to be shipped to a destination port i (i ∈ D) as a proportion of those shipped to all 
ports  

C  the average capacity in TEU per vessel 
n  the number of days per bound, i.e. time for travelling half of the service loop 
v  the number of vessels deployed for a service route  

2.3. Decision variables  

xkl
mw  the number of slots in TEU utilised for category k containers with weight type w in leg l for order m on a vessel, which is a discrete variable 

fkl
m  the freight rate of handling a category k container in leg l for order m, which is also a decision variable, but continuous 

θl  a binary variable representing the decision whether to run a service leg, which is set as 1 if a leg is run and 0 otherwise, where (l ∈ L )

r  the yield–port performance ratio, ranging between 0 and 1, which reflects the managerial preference for profitability or port performance  

2.4. Derived quantities  

xkl
m  the number of slots in TEU for category k containers in leg l for order m on a vessel, where xkl

m =
∑

w∈Wxkl
mw.  

xkl
w  the number of slots in TEU for category k containers with weight type w in leg l on a vessel, where xkl

w =
∑

m∈Mxkl
mw.  

xk
i  the number of slots in TEU for category k containers in transit at port i (i ∈ I)

xk,j→i  the number of category k containers loaded at port j to be discharged at port i on a vessel, where xk,j→i =
∑

m∈M
∑

w∈Wxkl
mw and the notation j → i means the 

same as the leg notation l in xkl
mw (i ∈ D and j ∈ O)  

lki  the number of slots in TEU for category k containers loaded at port i 

uk
i  the number of slots in TEU for category k containers unloaded at port i  

2.5. State equation 

The equation below calculates the total number of containers (in TEU) in transit at port i: 

xk
i = xk

i− 1 + lk
i − uk

i (1)  

where (i − 1) denotes the previous port. When 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, xk
1, xk

2, xk
3, and xk

4, equal the cumulative numbers of category k containers 
gradually loaded onto a vessel at the first four southbound call ports from Shanghai, Ningbo, Xiamen, to Shekou respectively. When 
5 ≤ i ≤ 8, xk

i equals the cumulative number of category k containers on the vessel at the last four call ports from Vung Tau, Laem 
Chabang, Tanjung Pelepas, to Singapore. 

2.6. Cost parameters  

BCs  the bunker consumption in terms of the tons of fuel used per day per vessel at sailing speed s 
ckl

m  the unit cost of handling a category k containers for all weight types in leg l for order m 
h  the operating cost per day per vessel 
BP  the bunker price per ton  

2.7. Cost equations 

Revenue and cost equations are formulated below to calculate the overall profit of the service. The revenue generated by satisfying 
all orders M is governed by Equation (2), which considers the freight rate charged to the shippers and the number of slots used. The 
charged levied by the terminal for handling the containers for all orders M is denoted by CTHCand calculated by Equation (3). The vessel 
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operating cost and bunker cost of all vessels for the service are shown in Equations (4) and (5) respectively. 

FM =
∑

m∈M

∑

l∈L

∑

k∈K

[
θl×(f kl

m × xkl
m

)]
(2)  

CTHC =
∑

m∈M

∑

l∈L

∑

k∈K

[
θl ×

(
ckl

m × xkl
m

)]
(3)  

CVOC = h × n × v (4)  

CB = BP × BCs × n × v (5)  

2.8. Objective functions 

Two objective functions are described in this paper for the optimisation of the slot allocation model. The decision variables, namely 

the freight rates and the slot allocation quantities for individual port pairs in the single-objective function O1

(
fkl
m , xkl

m

)
, aim only to 

maximise the profit of the service and are defined by Equation (6): 

O1
(
f kl
m , xkl

m

)
= FM − CTHC − CVOC − CB (6) 

Additionally, a dual-objective function O2

(
fkl
m , xkl

m, r
)

, which considers both profit and port performance, is defined as follows: 

O2
(
f kl
m , xkl

m, r
)
= r ⋅ PRS

(
f kl
m , xkl

m

)
+(1 − r)∙PPRS

(
xkl

m

)
(7) 

In Equation (7), PRS
(

fkl
m , xkl

m

)
is a function used to calculate the profit rank sum defined by Equation (8). The yield–port perfor-

mance ratio r in Equation (7) is a decision variable ranging from 0 to 1 and reflects the managerial preference for profit over port 
performance. This decision variable is useful for the liner in selected call ports with reference to the port performance. The optimi-
sation of yield-port performance ratio provides insights towards port performance and selection in which subsequently affects its 
service profitability. When r equals 1, the liner aims solely at focusing on profit, whereas a zero-valued r means the liner is motivated 
solely to maximise port performance. 

PRS
(
f kl
m , xkl

m

)
=

∑

m∈M

∑

l∈L

∑

k∈K
Rank

(
f kl
m − ckl

m

)
∙xkl

m (8) 

A higher yield makes a greater contribution to the profit rank sum per container slot used. Meanwhile, PPRS(xkl
m) in Equation (7) is 

an alternative function used to calculate the port performance rank sum, as defined by Equation (9), 

PPRS
(
xkl

m

)
=

∑

m∈M

∑

l∈L

∑

k∈K

Rank(δi)∙xkl
m (9)  

where δi is the standardised port performance index, defined as the port performance index PPIi standardised to a scale with a basic 
value of 100. If the port performance index of a port of call is not known, it is set to the basic value. If PPIi is available, it is compared 
with the average port performance index PPI and given either a higher or a lower value relative to 100. Equation (10) demonstrates the 
logic: 

δi =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

100|PPIi unavailable

100 ×
PPIi

PPI
|PPIi available

(10) 

Setting ports without PPI to the basic value has two practical meanings behind. First, there may not be well-quantified index in-
formation for all ports. Second, the management of a liner may have no intention to select or deselect ports not under investigation, and 
they may only want to compare only specific ports of the service loop and if necessary, cancel only one port after the evaluation. 
Therefore, it is a mathematical treatment in Equation (10) to keep the index of these PPI-lacking ports in the middle range. The further 
ranking of these indices in Equation (9) therefore allows the objective function (Equation (7)) to evaluate the choice of the ports with 
PPI information under investigation more directly. 

2.9. Constraints 

The slot allocation model in this paper was subject to constraints on the decision variables mentioned in Section 2.3. First, the total 
number of all types of containers on the vessel at any time should not exceed the fleet capacity. 

∑

m∈M

∑

l∈L

∑

k∈K

xkl
m ≤ Cv (11) 
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Second, the cumulative number of category k containers xk
i is constrained by the total number of category k containers such that 

when a vessel reaches Shekou, it has all containers loaded from all origin ports. Mathematically, 

xk
4 =

∑

l∈L

∑

w∈W

∑

m∈M
xkl

mw. (12) 

When the ship finally arrives at Singapore, it offloads all the containers such that 

xk
8 = 0 (13) 

Third, the number of containers of a particular category, weight type, and leg should not exceed the respective demand. 

xkl
w ≤ dkl

w (14) 

Fourth, a minimum ratio Rtk
i is defined as the proportion of the total number of category k containers to be discharged at a 

particular port i, where i ∈ D, out of all categories of containers from all origin ports j, where j ∈ O, to be discharged there such that 
∑

j∈Oxk,j→i

∑
k∈K

∑
j∈Oxk,j→i ≥ Rtk

i . (15) 

Lastly, the freight rate is set above a lower bound to attempt to guarantee a breakeven and below an upper bound to offer the 
highest possible profit. The acceptable range is subject to the shippers’ preference. Inequality (16) formally states this range. In reality, 
the breakeven and the profit-maximising freight rates vary over time, depending on the system parameters. 

f kl
m breakeven ≤ f kl

m ≤ f kl
m maxprofit (16)  

3. Optimisation algorithms 

After developing the mixed-integer mathematical model for service deployment, three different algorithms, namely B&B with the 
simplex method, GA, and DNN, were used for optimisations of the model and comparisons of simulation performances. The decision 
variables mentioned in Section 2.3 are either discrete or continuous, denary or binary, and subject to the linear constraints listed in 
Section 2.8. The non-linearity of the mathematical model depends on the choice of objective functions. If certain decision variables are 
set as fixed inputs, the non-linear mathematical model can be made to exhibit linear properties, and the conventional simplex method 
characterised by the B&B algorithm can be adopted (Wang et al., 2015; Wang and Meng, 2021). The simplex method searches for a set 
of continuous decision variables by manipulating the constraints and the objective function f(x) using a standardised procedure. 
However, the initial set x̂1 of obtained solutions {X} is not optimal as they ignore integer constraints, and thus the B&B algorithm was 

Stopping 
criteria 

satisfied? 

Decode and return 
optimal decision 
variables, 

Selection 

Crossover (crossover rate )

Mutation (mutation rate )

Evaluate objective function value, 

Create the initial 
population of 

chromosomes,

Yes 

No 

Elitism 

Fig. 2. GA Optimisation Workflow for Revamp Service Deployment Problem.  
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used in this study to refine the initial set of solutions iteratively to a final discrete set of decision variables L (Stanzani et al., 2018) used 
to search the optimal slot allocation solution x̂k. The B&B method recursively partitioned the space of solutions into smaller bounded 
regions S1,S2,⋯,Sr, and evaluated the solutions. Each revised set of allocation quantities x̂k+1 is rounded for the new objective function 
values until all constraints have been met and the objective function is maximised. The main coding features of the B&B algorithm to 
maximise an objective function are shown below.  

1 Set L = {X} and initialise x̂1  

2 while L ∕= ∅  
3 Select a subproblem S from L, where × ∈ S has bounded integral values, to explore; 

4 if a solution x̂k+1
∈
{

x ∈ S|f x̂k
< f

(
x̂k+1

)}
exists  

5 Set x̂k
= x̂k+1;  

6 if S cannot be pruned 
7 Partition S into S1,S2,⋯,Sr;  
8 Insert S1, S2,⋯, Sr into L;  
9 Remove S from L;  

10 Return x̂k;   

The B&B method requires long computation times, especially for problems with large numbers of variables and constraints, such as slot 
allocation. The search for a solution may become intractably long as the size of the B&B tree grows exponentially, without improving 
or obtaining the best solution. To address this issue, a GA-based slot allocation algorithm was developed to facilitate an improved 
solution search with higher diversity. The GA mimics genetic crossover and mutation (Dang et al., 2012; Wibisono and Jittamai, 2017). 
Here, potential solutions comprising the decision variables of the slot allocation quantities, the freight rates, the yield–port perfor-
mance ratio, or the service leg choices, were encoded into a chromosome. Fig. 2 presents the algorithmic flow of GA. Fig. 3 shows an 
example chromosome containing the decision variables of the slot allocation quantities and the yield–port performance ratio. 

The number of generations GEN, the number of chromosomes in each population POP, the crossover rate Rc, and the mutation rate 
Rm are modifiable parameters prior to the start of each optimisation run. After evaluating a fitness value Φ

(
xk

i
)

for every ith chro-
mosome in the kth generation, the chromosomes are subjected to the operations of selection, crossover, mutation, and elitism until 
certain pre-set stopping criteria are met, such as a predefined number of generations GEN or an acceptable level of convergence ε of the 
solution fitness. While selection ensures chromosomes with higher fitness to be paired up for the exchange of their genetic information, 
crossover and mutation introduce greater randomness into the chromosomes. Elitism helps retain a portion of high-fitness chromo-
somes in the next generation. GA avoids the problem of producing a rapidly increasing number of solutions for evaluation, as 
encountered in B&B due to the latter’s branching process. As there are various cases for optimisation in this study, the above opti-
misation parameters are not standardised for each case. For reference, in a dual-objective optimisation process using Equation (7), 
optimisation process, GEN, POP, and Rc equalled 500, 200, and 0.9 respectively. Rm was set to be is proportional to the standard 
deviation of the distribution of Φ

(
xk

i
)

in a population. The main coding features of the GA algorithm are shown below.  

1 Initialise the 1st generation of chromosomesX1  

2 for each generation k = 1 to GEN  
3 Crossover between xk

i and xk
i+1 based on Rc;  

4 Mutation on all xk
i based on Rm;  

5 for each chromosome xk
i  

6 Calculate Φ
(
xk

i
)
;  

7 if k ≥ 2 then  
8 Elitism and Selection on Xk to form Xk+1;  
9 if Φ

(
Xk) − Φ

(
Xk− 1) ≤ ε persists for a pre-set no. of generations then  

10 break; 
11 return Xk and xk

best .   

DNNs, which are machine learning methods that are trained on one data set and tested on another, were explored as the third approach 
to slot allocation optimisation. The strengths of a DNN lie not only on its abilities to predict and classify data but also to approximate 
the objective function in optimisation problems (Villarrubia et al., 2018). A resource optimisation algorithm with input/output 

1st – 96th discrete denary decision variables for slot allocation quantities, 97th continuous denary variable for yield–port 

performance ratio, 

3 0 6 0 0 … 0 23 15 0 0 7 0.81 

Fig. 3. A Denary Chromosome for the Solution of a Service Deployment Model.  
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relationships are then learned by using DNN (Beşikçi et al., 2016; Sun et al., 2017). To resolve optimisation problems, a multilayer 
perceptron is applied to approximate the objective functions. With sufficient training data, the time required to optimise a specific 
input data set in real life during the testing phase can be shortened while ensuring high prediction accuracy, especially in the time- 
sensitive decision-making processes of slot allocation operations. Here, the actual or optimised slot allocation data of one stage 
were used as the training set for the development of a DNN for the subsequent stage. The notation of parameters used in the DNN model 
is as follows:  

x  Input training data in DNN 
y  Output training data in DNN 
x̂  Input test data in DNN 
ŷ  Output test data in DNN 
φl

jk  Weight from kth neuron in (l − 1)th layer to jth neuron in lth layer  

βl
j  Bias from jth neuron in lth layer  

MI  Maximum number of iterations 
ML  Maximum number of layers 
∊  Threshold error 
al  Output of layer l using forward propagation   

The algorithmic flow of the DNN-based slot allocation model is shown in Fig. 4, and the structure of the DNN is shown in Fig. 5. The 
input layer of the testing phase used raw data for a single service loop. The data were then propagated through two hidden layers, in 
which the rectified linear unit (ReLU) function was adopted to process the data between the layers. Finally, the output layer trans-
formed the data into the proposed slot allocation quantities. 

In a DNN, the hidden layer reduces the computational time needed to process large input data sets while the enhancing predictive 
accuracy and avoiding overfitting. Slot allocation data were included to augment the training input data set. The two hidden layers in 
the proposed DNN represented the yield factor and the yield–port performance ratio factor of slot allocation planning. ReLU functions 
were used in data processing. In the training phase, the allocation quantities and container demand prospects in past weeks served as 
the sample input x. The shipment port-to-port allocation served as the sample output y. The loss function f used in this research was the 
Euclidean norm given by the equation: 

f (φ, β, x, y) =
1
2
||al − y||22 (17) 

Fig. 4. Deep Neural Network Algorithm Workflow for Service Deployment Problem.  
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To force the procedure to stop, a maximum number of iterations MI was predefined and set to 100. The procedure would also stop if 
the error ∊ fell below a certain threshold. The outcomes of the training phase were the matrix of linearly related coefficients φ and the 
bias vector β. The main coding features of the DNN algorithm are shown below.  

1 Initialiseφ and β as random values;  
2 for iter = 1 to MI  
3 for each input sample tuple (xi, yi)  
4 Use forward propagation to calculate al output of each layer;  
5 Use backwards loss function f to calculate output of each layer;  
6 for l = 2 toML  
7 Update φl, βl;  
8 if Δφl ≤ ∊ and Δβl ≤ ∊ , ∀l ∈ MLthen  
9 break; 
10 return φandβ.   

The forward propagation using linear processing and the ReLU incentive function is shown below: 

al = σ
(

φlal− 1 + βl

)

(18) 

After training the corresponding DNN structure, the slot allocation data needed to evaluate and obtain the proposed slot allocation 
plan were input. The DNN output data represented the solution to the allocation problem. 

4. Simulation analyses 

The model has been further applied on an Intra-Asia service loop of a leading global liner headquartered in Europe to assist liners in 
obtaining details on how service route deployments affect trade and port performance shipping network yield. The selected Intra-Asia 
service operates four vessels calling at Tanjung Pelepas – Singapore – Laem Chabang – Vung Tau – Shanghai – Ningbo – Xiamen – 
Shekou – Vung Tau – Laem Chabang with north and south bound routes sailing on a weekly basis. 

Facing the changes in trading policies and fluctuations in the market, e.g. the US–China trade war, liners actively revise their ports 
of call due to the relocation of factories from China to other South-east Asian countries. The model is capacitated to reflect the varying 
preference of the ship liner towards yield and port performance. The south-bound service: Shanghai – Ningbo – Xiamen – Shekou – 
Vung Tau – Laem Chabang – Tanjung Pelepas – Singapore, with vessels with 20 and 40-foot containers as the major loaded containers 
in the service, was investigated. 

Fig. 5. Deep Neural Network Structure for Service Deployment Problem.  
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4.1. Allocation plan optimisation 

The IAT service of the global shipping company under investigation uses four vessels, each with a capacity of 4,000 TEUs and a 
demand of 10,000 TEUs. All optimisation processes were carried out using the B&B module in Excel Solver, which can handle mixed- 
integer linear programming problems when fkl

m are set as fixed system parameters and δl are set as 1. The single-objective function 
(Equation (6)) was used for the optimisations for two purposes in this section, namely, to find out the basic allocation plan that can 
guarantee an overall service breakeven, and to verify if any better allocation plans that allows the service to be run more profitably. 
Table 1 shows an example of a port-to-port allocation plan that achieves breakeven, which is obtained by optimising the service 
deployment model with the objective function to reach zero profit. Call ports starting from the coast of central China such as Shanghai 
and Ningbo, occupy all of the 20′ container slots, whereas ports in south China, namely, Xiamen and Shekou, occupy all of the 40′

container capacity. Containers from all of these Chinese ports are to be unloaded in the four call ports in Southeast Asia, namely Vung 
Tau, Laem Chabang, Tanjung Pelepas, and Singapore. 

In daily operations, the allocation of quantities between ports (totalling 3,370 TEU) in Table 1 represents a set of minimum 
container numbers that the company seeks to exceed. In this scenario, the company faces a stringent requirement of slot utilisation to 
guarantee its survival in the business, as shown by the relationships of utilisation with cost, revenue, and profit in Table 2. Survival 
must be achieved by maximising the profit of the service deployment model at each level of slot utilisation. Note the percentage change 
between the total profits at consecutive levels of slot utilisation: generally, the higher the utilisation, the larger the improvement in the 
total profit of the service loop (the second last column). Despite these increasing gains, however, the scenario is perilous: if the liner is 
unable to maintain a high level of utilisation, the percentage decrease in total profit grows rapidly (the last column). 

Fig. 6 illustrates the above relationships graphically. As mentioned earlier, the cost of the service deployment model includes 
several components, namely, terminal handling, bunker, and vessel operating costs, of which the last two are fixed costs in the model. 
The service revenue is generated by levying freight charges to shippers. To achieve a breakeven for the service, the liner needs to use at 
least approximately 84.3% of its capacity. Without an efficient analytical model to determine the optimal allocation quantities, the 
effort of optimising utilisation for breakeven in a dynamic business environment can be enormous. 

In this study, the developed model efficiently achieved profit maximisation. The results of an optimised case with an improved 
vessel slot utilisation of 99.6% are tabulated in Table 3. Compared with the number of slots utilised (3,370 TEU) when the service 
breaks even, this profit-maximising case has 615 more containers to fill 3,985 slots. The numbers of 20′ containers on the Shang-
hai–Vung Tau and Shanghai–Laem Chabang legs, and those of 40′ containers on the Shekou–Vung Tau and Shekou–Laem Chabang 
legs, are reduced significantly to spare slots for other port pairs. 

4.2. Freight rate optimisation 

Optimisation of allocation quantities is one of multiple possible approaches by which a liner can maximise its service profit. 
Adjustment to freight rates is another approach. Freight rate pricing hinges on important factors, including the distance between ports, 
the demand for a slot type, the slot availability on a vessel, the associated contractual agreement, and the shipper’s loyalty. Table 4 
shows the freight rates adopted by the service deployment model described in Section 4.1, which are obtained and modified from the 
trading department of the shipping company during the second quarter of 2020, and of similar magnitudes to those charged by the 
shipping company. 

To verify the possibility of offering real-time optimised freight rates by the liner, two price ranges, namely, HKD1,000–2,500 for a 
20′ container and HKD1,500–3,000 for a 40′ container, were incorporated in the model to simulate the negotiation of freight rates 
between the liner and the shippers. By keeping the allocation quantities the same as those shown in Table 3 and setting all θl as equal to 
1, a set of freight rates was optimised using the single-objective function (Equation (6)), which ensured breakeven was obtained as 
shown in Table 5. For instance, charging freight rates of HKD1,900 for a 20′ container from Shanghai to Vung Tau (Table 4), which is 
higher than the suggested price of HKD1,105 (Table 5), better safeguards the company’s interests at the service level. However, liners 
can charge shippers prices below the minimum, as shown in Table 5. For example, the freight rate between Ningbo and Tanjung 
Pelepas is HKD1,700 for a 20′ container, which is HKD300 below the minimum price in Table 5. An increase in freight rate may or may 
not be feasible depending on what is acceptable to the shippers, and the company’s breakeven may be at stake if the freight rates of all 
port pairs of a vessel are not well balanced. 

The sales teams of a shipping company typically rely on their experience or company guidelines to avoid charging shippers too low 

Table 1 
Service-level Port-to-port Allocation Plan for Breakeven.  

Allocation and quantities per vessel 
(in TEU) 

20′ Containers 40′ Containers 

POL/POD Vung 
Tau 

Laem 
Chabang 

Tanjung 
Pelepas 

Singapore Vung 
Tau 

Laem 
Chabang 

Tanjung 
Pelepas 

Singapore 

Shanghai 500 600 0 74 0 0 0 0 
Ningbo 0 150 23 0 0 0 0 0 
Xiamen 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 449 
Shekou 0 0 0 0 214 404 0 950 
Total no. of containers unloaded 500 750 23 74 214 404 6 1399  
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a price. However, this guarantees neither a breakeven nor a maximum profit in real time. Therefore, shipment-level optimisation 
should be adopted. Referring to the situation in Table 3, in which a salesperson offers a freight rate to a shipper for transporting 150 
containers of size 40′ from Shekou to Vung Tau, the original price of HKD2,157 (Table 4) may no longer be competitive due to the real- 
time negotiations between the shipper and multiple liners. By freezing the freight rates and allocation quantities of all of the remaining 

Table 2 
Relationships between Cost, Revenue, Profit and Slot Utilisation after Profit Maximisation.  

Slot 
utilisation 

% Change in Total Cost 
(compared to 10% lower 
utilisation) 

% Change in Total Revenue 
(compared to 10% lower 
utilisation) 

% Change in Total Profit 
(compared to 10% lower 
utilisation) 

% Change in Total Profit 
(compared to 100% utilisation) 

0% N/A N/A N/A − 958% 
10% 42% N/A 13% − 843% 
20% 30% 100% 16% − 727% 
30% 23% 49% 17% − 619% 
40% 19% 32% 19% − 522% 
50% 13% 21% 23% − 425% 
60% 11% 17% 30% − 328% 
70% 10% 14% 42% –232% 
80% 9% 13% 73% − 136% 
90% 8% 11% 262% − 42% 
100% 7% 8% 74% 0%  
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Fig. 6. Cost Components, Revenue and Profit at Different Slot Utilisation Level.  

Table 3 
Service-level Port-to-port Allocation Quantities for Maximum Profit.  

Allocation and quantities per vessel 
(in TEU) 

20′ Containers 40′ Containers 

POL/POD Vung 
Tau 

Laem 
Chabang 

Tanjung 
Pelepas 

Singapore Vung 
Tau 

Laem 
Chabang 

Tanjung 
Pelepas 

Singapore 

Shanghai 200 408 300 165 0 0 0 0 
Ningbo 150 150 225 0 0 0 0 0 
Xiamen 0 75 0 0 0 0 225 531 
Shekou 0 75 0 0 150 381 0 950 
Total no. of containers unloaded 350 708 525 165 150 381 225 1481  
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legs, the lowest freight rate of HKD784 for this particular port-pair was obtained by solving a minimisation problem of the freight rate 
which keeps the profit of the service non-negative. At this price floor, the profit is minimised, but the service can still break even. In 
practice, the liner can generate a set of real-time price floors for various levels of profitability, as illustrated in Fig. 7. For instance, the 
liner could adopt a policy of maintaining an 80% profit for the service, by barring the sales team from offering a rate lower than 
HKD1,883 for this leg. 

Operators must be able to achieve the optimisation of freight rate floors for individual legs in real time to strike a balance between 
real-time profitability and competitiveness. The results of Fig. 7 are based on 99.6% slot utilisation. Fig. 8 shows the possible minimum 
freight rates for the same port pair when the real-time slot utilisation varies. For instance, the price should not be less than HKD5,471 if 
a vessel is only 60% full. As mentioned earlier in this section, the assumed maximum price accepted by the market is in fact HKD3,000, 

Table 4 
Original Freight Rates for Individual Port Pairs.  

Freight rate (port to port, 
HKD) 

20′ Containers 40′ Containers 

From/To Vung 
Tau 

Laem 
Chabang 

Tanjung 
Pelepas 

Singapore Vung 
Tau 

Laem 
Chabang 

Tanjung 
Pelepas 

Singapore 

Shanghai 1,900 1,900 1,700 1,800 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 
Ningbo 1,800 1,900 1,700 1,700 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 
Xiamen 1,600 1,800 1,500 1,600 2,100 2,100 2,300 2,400 
Shekou 1,516 1,800 1,500 1,500 2,157 2,200 2,300 2,500  

Table 5 
Freight Rates to Achieve Breakeven for Individual Port Pairs.  

Freight rate (port to port, 
HKD) 

20′ Containers 40′ Containers 

From/To Vung 
Tau 

Laem 
Chabang 

Tanjung 
Pelepas 

Singapore Vung 
Tau 

Laem 
Chabang 

Tanjung 
Pelepas 

Singapore 

Shanghai 1,105 1,995 2,000 1,000 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 
Ningbo 1,000 1,000 2,000 1,000 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 
Xiamen 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,500 1,500 2,500 2,500 
Shekou 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 2,497 2,500 1,500 2,500  
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Fig. 7. Minimum Freight Rates for Different Levels of Service Profitability for the Leg between Shekou and Vung Tau.  
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indicating there is still some room for the liner to increase the freight rate if the utilisation decreases but remains above 80%. 

4.3. Dual-objective allocation plan optimisation 

Occasionally, the level of competition in a shipment market is so intense that even optimising both the allocation plan and freight 
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rates is insufficient. In addition, the recent US–China trade war has forced liners to revamp service routes more frequently to maintain 
profitability or even survive in a harsh business environment with ever-decreasing slot utilisation. The emergence of COVID-19 has 
further aggravated the shipment market by hindering ports from performing their daily operations as usual. In these regards, this paper 
studies the impacts of the diminishing slot utilisation and the changing managerial preference, as presented by the yield-port per-
formance ratio r mentioned in Section 2.8, for certain ports of call on the model’s fitness, i.e., the value calculated according to the 
dual-objective functions and profitability. This section describes a situation in which the liner evaluates the short-term use of the 
Tanjung Pelepas and Singapore ports to decide if either should be removed from the service route in view of a longer-term reduction in 
the orders for slots. Kavirathna et al. (2018) evaluated the performances of four competitive ports located around the Bay of Bengal: 
Colombo, Singapore, Kelang, and Tanjung Pelepas. After considering five major factors related to the liner service design, port, 
stakeholders, strategic changes in the shipping industry, and other macroscopic factors in the port selection process, the port per-
formance indexes of Tanjung Pelepas and Singapore were calculated as 20.38 and 41.62, respectively. These two figures are used 
herein to proxy the PPI of these two ports in Equation (10). The standardised port performance indexes δi of Tanjung Pelepas and 
Singapore were therefore calculated as 65.7 and 134.3, respectively, and those of the other two unloading ports, namely, Vung Tau and 
Laem Chabang, were set at 100. The dual-objective function as stated in Equation (7) was used to investigate how a balance between 
profitability and port performance could be achieved by optimising the slot allocation model using the B&B method (for pre-set values 
of r), GA, and DNN. Figs. 9 and 10 show the fitness landscape in three-dimensional and two-dimensional views, respectively. In 
general, a higher slot utilisation, as guaranteed by sufficient orders at ports of call, leads to better model fitness, i.e., the objective 
function value as calculated by Equation (7). However, a greater managerial preference towards port performance, as plotted in Fig. 10 
by the lines of gradually declining yield–port performance ratios r from 0.4 to 0, is associated with a more serious impact on the fitness 
of the allocation model. In fact, in situations with supposedly high slot utilisation slightly above 90%, assigning such high priority to 
port performance is detrimental to fitness. 

Figs. 11 and 12 show the corresponding profit landscapes of the optimised slot allocation model in three-dimensional and two- 
dimensional views, respectively. Similar to the trend observed for the fitness landscape, Fig. 11 illustrates that a greater focus on 
yield and slot utilisation leads to a higher profit. Note that when the yield–port performance ratio is reduced from 0.5 to 0.4, the 
optimised slot allocation model experiences a sharp decrease in profit. At approximately 90% slot utilisation, the optimised profit 
decreases from HKD837,000 to − 416,000, reflecting that a small change in the managerial preferences towards different objectives 
can sometimes exert a huge impact on the system performance. At higher yield–port performance ratios, the optimised allocation 
model attains breakeven more easily. When r ranges from 0.5 to 1, breakeven occurs when a vessel’s slots are 77.8% filled (the right 
region marked by the pink dotted line in Fig. 12), contrasting with a minimum utilisation of 94.5% when r is between 0.2 and 0.4 (the 
region marked to the right of the red dotted line). 

Assuming that r is 1 and all freight rates are fixed as input parameters, the best slot allocation plan optimised by B&B is tabulated in 
Table 6. When r was optimised automatically, GA also yielded an optimised set of allocation quantities when r equalled 1, whereas 
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DNN optimised the set of solutions when r equalled 0.9 (see Table 7). Using the best slot utilisation of ~100% from GA, the optimised 
allocation plan would call only at Vung Tau, Laem Chabang, and Singapore, and not at Tanjung Pelepas. The latter port was skipped 
because of its relatively low standardised port performance index (65.7 as mentioned in Section 4.3) and freight rates, especially for 20′

container slots as shown in Table 4. These data indicate that if a liner is able to optimise and maintain the profitability of this service 
permanently without calling at Tanjung Pelepas, it may be optimal for the liner to cease calling at that port in the longer term. This 
would require a redesign of the service route. 

Table 7 illustrates that B&B was only applicable for the optimisation process when r was pre-defined. Otherwise, this method was 
unable to solve the non-linear dual-objective function O2 defined by Equation (7). In contrast, both GA and DNN could optimise this 
non-linear objective function. The optimised solution of GA yielded the highest fitness and profit, whereas DNN took the shortest 
running time. DNN requires a separate set of data for training its neural network in order to guarantee its performance during the 
optimisation process. In situations where the service route is rapidly changing and the commercial data are either very erratic or even 
not available over time, for instance, during the irregular periods of ports shutting during COVID-19, the time spent on training DNN in 
a more dynamic trading landscape can increase. Although the speed of GA is relatively slower, it can be a methodology more ready for 
optimisation. Among the three methods, its fitness and profit are the highest as shown in Table 7. 

4.4. Revamp service deployment optimisation 

If the demand at a port continues to decrease or the port performance continues to deteriorate, it is likely that the optimisation of an 
allocation plan will gradually drift towards filling the slots of other ports in preference to the weaker port (e.g., Tanjung Pelepas), as 
shown in Table 6. Hence, the impact of a permanent closure of a port of call on a service’s profitability, especially its ease to breakeven, 
was studied as described in this section. The following numerical example simulates a challenging business environment in which the 
shipping demand has decreased so much that liners can no longer remain profitable with the existing route design. If increases in 
freight rates are infeasible, the liners may consider closing a port to reduce costs under the deteriorating market conditions. Tanjung 
Pelepas was assumed to be such a port. The model was optimised using the single-objective function given by Equation (6). The result 
was then directly compared with the existing service deployment in which Tanjung Pelepas is still used. 

Table 8 shows an allocation plan optimised for maximum profit in the revised service loop using the B&B. When the demands of the 
remaining three ports of discharge remained the same as those applied in Section 4.1, the southbound legs that called at Vung Tau and 
Laem Chabang experienced the greatest changes to the numbers of 20′ and 40′ slots used, compared to the values in Table 3. Without 
Tanjung Pelepas, this revamp service attained maximum profit when its slot utilisation reached approximately 90%. In fact, 100% slot 
utilisation was found to reduce the profit due to increased terminal handling charges to address the larger number of containers (see 
Fig. 13). 

With Tanjung Pelepas closed, the shipping company gained an opportunity to remain profitable more easily because the vessels 
called at one fewer port. Fig. 13 compares the maximised profit curves before and after the closure of Tanjung Pelepas. Originally, the 
existing service required at least 84.3% utilisation to attain a breakeven. After the closure of the Malaysian port, the service profit-
ability improved such that a slot utilisation of only 77.8% was sufficient for a breakeven. 

Table 6 
Service-level Port-to-port Allocation Quantities for Maximum Profit by GA.  

Allocation and quantities per vessel 
(in TEU) 

20′ Containers 40′ Containers 

POL/POD Vung 
Tau 

Laem 
Chabang 

Tanjung 
Pelepas 

Singapore Vung 
Tau 

Laem 
Chabang 

Tanjung 
Pelepas 

Singapore 

Shanghai 212 322 0 151 0 0 0 0 
Ningbo 150 400 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Xiamen 0 75 0 0 0 0 0 550 
Shekou 0 75 0 0 350 849 0 865 
Total no. of containers unloaded 362 872 0 151 350 849 0 1415  

Table 7 
Comparison of Service-level Port-to-port Allocation Plan Optimisations with Dual-objective Function between B&B, GA, and DNN.  

Optimisation 
Method 

Requirement on “r” Decision 
Variable “r” 

Fitness Profit 
(HKD) 

Slot utilisation 
(%) 

Training Time 
(s) 

Running Time 
(s) 

Total Time 
(s) 

B&B “r” has to be pre- 
defined 

1.000 52,939 971,364 98.625 0.000 14.000 14.000 

GA Optimised 
automatically 

1.000 53,712 1,093,364 99.975 0.000 130.000 130.000 

DNN Optimised 
automatically 

0.900 46,144 784,524 88.456 81.802 2.642 84.444  
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4.5. Port of call optimisation 

The allocation plan and freight rate are internal factors over which the liners have relatively easy control during the slot allocation 
process. External factors, such as port charges, are also crucial, and the successful lowering of these costs can improve the profitability 
of a service. In this section, a numerical example that simulates the choice between one of the two Singaporean ports pursuant to their 
terminal handling charges is described. Here, the allocation model that excludes a call at Tanjung Pelepas is used as in the previous 
section. The two Singaporean ports are assumed to be selectable, meaning that there are no contractual obligations between the liner 
and the respective terminal operators regarding the choice of port, and the liner is assumed to prefer to call at whichever best gua-
rantees its service profitability. 

Table 9 shows the different terminal handling charges of the two ports. As a set of decision variables θl was used to determine the 
Singaporean port at which to call, and these variables also determined the FM (Equation (2)) and therefore CTHC (Equation (3)) of the 

Table 8 
Service-level Port-to-port Allocation Quantities for Maximum Profit without Tanjung Pelepas by B&B.  

Allocation and quantities per vessel (in TEU) 20′ Containers 40′ Containers 

POL/POD Vung Tau Laem Chabang Singapore Vung Tau Laem Chabang Singapore 

Shanghai 223 600 167 0 0 0 
Ningbo 0 450 0 0 0 0 
Xiamen 0 0 0 0 0 531 
Shekou 0 0 0 95 565 969 
Total no. of containers unloaded 223 1050 167 95 565 1500  
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Fig. 13. Maximised Profits of Old and New Services at Different Slot Utilisation Levels.  

Table 9 
Freight Rates for Individual Port Pairs Including Two Singaporean Ports.  

Terminal handling charges 
(port to port, HKD) 

20′ Containers 40′ Containers 

From/To Vung 
Tau 

Laem 
Chabang 

Singapore 
Port 1 

Singapore 
Port 2 

Vung 
Tau 

Laem 
Chabang 

Singapore 
Port 1 

Singapore 
Port 2 

Shanghai 1,300 1,300 1,300 1,330 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,940 
Ningbo 1,300 1,300 1,300 1,330 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,940 
Xiamen 1,300 1,300 1,300 1,330 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,940 
Shekou 1,300 1,300 1,300 1,330 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,940  
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objective function O1

(
fkl
m , xkl

m

)
(Equation (6)) in the optimisation process, GA and DNN were used to solve this nonlinear problem 

rather than B&B. Table 10 compares the optimisation performances between GA and DNN. This time, DNN found a solution with a 
higher profit than GA but in a longer time. As mentioned at the end of Section 4.3, more time was needed on training the DNN model 
before guaranteeing a better optimisation result. 

The optimised allocation plan obtained via DNN is tabulated in Table 11. Singapore Port One was selected because of its more 
competitive terminal handling charges. To illustrate how lower port charges translate into significant gains in business terms, Fig. 14 
compares the maximised profit curves of calling at Ports One and Two. Here, a service call at Singapore Port Two requires at least 
approximately 80% utilisation to attain a breakeven, whereas a call at Port One only requires approximately 78% utilisation. In other 
words, Port One offers operators easier conditions in which to achieve a financial breakeven. 

5. Conclusion 

The international shipping landscape has become more uncertain and dynamic due to the growth of both trade protectionism and 
liberalisation policies. This brings to the urge needs of developing the capability of a more agile shipping networks and services in 
coping with the changes in trade exports and imports, including variations in supply chain patterns caused by changes in the trading 
policies, e.g. US–China trade war. Decisions about the deployment of revamped services require fast and accurate response in 
achieving lower operations costs and higher profit as well as keeping pace with the market changes. The developed novel yield and port 
performance shipping allocation model for service deployment assists trade and pricing personnel for more instant and accurate 
optimal decision-making on the pricing and service offerings at the service routing and shipment levels. 

Revamp service deployment has rarely used optimisation simulation models to consider the optimal benefits by adjusting freight 
rates and selecting call ports with respect to the changes in trade markets on service networks and vessel allocation. The novel trade 
and port performance shipping network yield model was developed for optimising a shipping network and its space allocation in 
selected ports. Decision variables such as a liner’s preference towards yield or port performance and the actual call port performances, 
which are influenced by the external trading environment, became inputs in the model in the dual-objective function. As a result, 
profitability and breakeven analyses between the original and the revamped service routes with the consideration of port performances 
were made feasible and effective. An optimisation algorithm based on the yield model was developed with the use of B&B, GA and DNN 
techniques. The algorithm was applied in five case situations in which an IAT service was operated by a shipping line. Using mixed- 
integer programming models to optimise the allocation quantities, the impact of slot utilisation on the service’s maximum profit was 
studied first. The minimum freight rates of a port pair required to guarantee the real-time breakeven of the entire service at different 
slot utilisation levels were then obtained by optimising the shipment-level freight rates in the second case evaluation. In the subsequent 
three case situations, profitability comparisons were made between the original and revised service routes by considering the liner’s 
preference between yield and port performance, and hence the specific ports of call on the service route. Comparisons were made 
among B&B, GA and DNN. Both GA and DNN were noticed to be able to offer good solutions although GA is more ready for imple-
mentation as it does not require a separate set of shipping data for training its heuristic before optimisation. 

The simulation results yielded insights into the slot utilisation and profitability of ship liners on service routes in the IAT. The 
simulation results show that if orders drop rapidly and reduce slot utilisation, the profitability of a service can worsen extremely 
quickly. In such a situation, the liner can respond quickly to identify its real-time minimum freight rates. In fact, a range of slot 
utilisation levels can be found through real-time shipment-level optimisations that enable the company to continue to operate at a 
profit. Service profitability was also found to be sensitive to a liner’s preference towards port performance over yield, and cost factors 
such as terminal handling charges. In these situations, careful analyses, as supported by model optimisations, can offer insights into 
appropriate port selection and the minimum level of slot utilisation at which the liner can maximise its profit. The novel decision 
analytics algorithm and the simulated results can assist trade and traffic personnel in pricing and planning route networks in a fast- 
changing and dynamic trading market to obtain optimal yield and profitability. It also brings useful managerial insights during 
allocation planning, freight rate offerings, and redesigning service network and port calls. There are several limitations in this study. 
One of the major limitations is the illustration and use of sensitive pricing figures and operations information during the simulation of 
the additional new port and the unavailability of port performance indices for selected ports. The latter unavoidably required the 
incorporation of assuming benchmark index for some ports. Nevertheless, this approach shows the feasibility of adopting a port’s 
performance index in a yield optimisation framework which then identifies the impact of management’s preference towards it on yield. 
Future extensions of this work could therefore include evaluating the potential addition of new ports to existing service routes, 
comparing different approaches to quantify and incorporate port performance in an optimisation framework, and planning new 
services among liners in a shipping alliance. 

Table 10 
Comparison of Service-level Port-to-port Allocation Plan Optimisations with the Non-linear Single-objective Function between GA and DNN.  

Optimisation Method Profit (HKD) Slot utilisation (%) Training Time (s) Running Time (s) Total Time (s) 

GA 1,100,964 99.975% 0.000 132.000 132.000 
DNN 1,203,988 97.28% 150.071 15.265 165.336  
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